TokenStars March Report: Remote Work Leads To
Measurable Results
March is finished so we can share the main news of the past month. Despite the fact
that our team has to work remotely now we still have some news we are proud of.
Let's find out the main news of March 2020:
● Auction with famous Russian player Fedor Chalov
● Marco’s excellent performance
● Predictions contest passed

New auction with Russian football star Fedor Chalov
TokenStars conducted one more crypto auction on our platform.
This month there was a great lot, provided by Fedor Chalov — a famous football
player from CSKA Moscow and Russian national team. Fedor donated his
personal shorts. 6 bids were made in the auction, the winner made a bid in the
amount of 7000 TEAM tokens (approximately 173 USD). One of the truly great
things about this crypto auction is that the funds were sent to Life Line Fund,
which provides targeted assistance to children up to 18 years old whose life is
threatened by dangerous diseases.

Bronze medals for Marco
Our poker player Marco D’Amico took 3rd place in a tournament with a $600,000
prize pool. He won $26,000 including 6,000 bounty rewards. It is a great result for
TokenStars and the community. The outcome of victory surely brings a positive effect
on the development of the company. We congratulate Marco and wish him the best
luck in his next games!

Football matches in the Predictions Contest.
In March our predictions contest was dedicated to Football. It was not an ingenious
idea at the time we made such a decision but now we already miss good old
competitions and really looking forward to posting some new football contests.
Anyway. As always, the top 100 contestants shared the prize fund of 5000 TEAM
tokens, and the winner of the predictions contest received 500 TEAM. Next contests
will be dedicated to eSports so stay tuned!

For more information: Follow the project’s social media channels on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, Medium or take a look
at our videos on YouTube.

